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Scope and Coverage

The Indian Film Industry Directory is an effort by Talent Porte Advertising and
Events Pvt Ltd to provide a comprehensive list of services required by the film
industry. It also lists colleges & acting schools in Mumbai. Mainly it covers
information on film producers, film technical crew, film distributors, magazines, TV
channels, radio stations and so on including lists of websites.

Kind of Information

There are some main categories which include the sub categories under them. Some
important categories are discussed here. Such as : ‘Film technical crew’ includes
sub categories like directors, editors, scriptwriters, dialogue writers, screenplay
writer, sound recordists, art director, dance, choreographers, stunt directors, costume
designers, music director, make-up artistes, hair dresser etc. Under each sub
category, listings are done. ‘Directors’ shows the following result :

Training institutes include the sub categories like training in film making, training
in acting,, training in cinematography, training in video editing, training in sound
engineering and theater & drama training. On the other hand, ‘Photo studios’
includes still photography & videography. In all cases lists provide information on
exact locations.

Special Features
 Searching can be possible through keywords, locations and categories.
 ‘Dribbble’ is linked with this site.
 Related you tube videos are available.
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Category wise arrangement can be seen as follows :

This website has increased the database to an extent that any visitor can find
anything and everything that is required not only in the process of film making but
also in normal day to day life.
 Bollywood Directory ( www.bollywooddirectory.in/ )
 Directory Bollywood ( directorybollywood.info/ )
4th January, 2017.

